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Abstract: Liquid biopsies have become a convenient tool in cancer diagnostics, real-time disease
monitoring, and evaluation of residual disease. Yet, the information still encrypted in the variety
of tumor-derived molecules identified in biofluids has proven difficult to decipher due to the
technological limitations imposed by their biological nature. Such is the case of extracellular vesicle
(EV) encapsulated ncRNAs, which have gained traction in recent years as biomarkers. Due to their
resilience towards degrading factors they may act as suitable disease indicators. This review addresses
the less described issues in this context. We present an overview of less investigated biofluids that
can be used for EV isolation in addition to different isolation approaches to overcome the technical
challenges these specimens harbor. Furthermore, we summarize the latest technological advances
providing improvement to ncRNA detection and analysis. Thereby, this review summarizes the
current state-of-the-art methodologies regarding EV and EV derived miRNA analysis and how they
compare to current approaches.
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1. Introduction

Liquid biopsies have become standard procedures in the diagnosis and evaluation of many
malignancies, making them powerful tools in diagnostics, evaluation of therapeutic efficiency,
and minimal residual disease assessment [1,2]. The strong point of liquid biopsies is in their minimal
invasiveness as compared to classical excisional biopsies, providing accessible means for real-time
evaluation of the disease. Therefore, research in the field of liquid biopsies aims to maximize the
available information regarding the disease by the use of specific biomarkers, and reliable non-invasive
disease indicating biomolecules could standardize and facilitate screening procedures and therapeutic
approaches in cancer [3].

Currently, blood is the main investigated biofluid for the evaluation of circulating tumor-derived
material, ranging from circulating tumor cells (CTCs), extracellular vesicles such as exosomes,
to various cell-free biomolecules in the form of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), cell-free RNA (cfRNA),
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and proteins [4]. Isolation, detection, and characterization of CTCs can provide crucial information
regarding disease stratification at the point of diagnosis, based on the mutational status of the tumor,
chromosomal abnormalities, methylation status, and overall, the heterogeneity and complexity of the
tumor. Yet, the clinical use of CTCs has been hindered by both technical and biological limitations [5,6].
The main technical limitation is the partial efficiency of current CTC selective enrichment methods
from blood. Biological limitations consist of the low amount of CTCs present in earlier stages of
the disease [5]. An alternative is the detection of circulating cell-free DNA or circulating tumor
DNA (ctDNA) that is released by tumor cells into the bloodstream either in the form of actively
secreted cfDNA (free or encapsulated) [7] or as a result from apoptotic and/or necrotic tumor cells [8].
Detection methods are constantly being developed and improved to increase the sensibility and to
lower the critical mass threshold from which ctDNA can be identified in blood. The main limitations
in investigating ctDNA consist of the minimal amount that can be detected and contaminations from
other non-tumor sources [9]. DNA released from apoptotic leukocytes is one of the main sources of
contaminants, especially when taking into account the post-chemotherapeutic associated non-targeted
cellular death [10]. Additionally, depending on the structure of the ctDNA, the half-time is very limited,
being prone to degradation by the nucleases in the bloodstream [11].

2. miRNA as Biomarkers

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) have been extensively investigated as potential reliable biomarkers from
liquid biopsies. The 19–25 bp long non-coding transcripts have been first been associated with
oncogenic processes based on their modifications in expression rates observed in different cancer
types [12]. Since then, a plethora of studies have attempted to standardize and characterize the
non-coding transcriptome of different cancer types to offer suitable biomarker miRNA candidates [13].
Expression level alterations of miRNA can also indirectly reflect chromosomal abnormalities of their
originating tumor cells, as a high number of microRNA gene loci are located within chromosomal
fragile regions [14–16] which are prone to translocations [17,18], amplifications [19], or deletions [20].
This, coupled with a complete mapping of miRNA loci in the genome and the evaluation of their
enrichment in different biological fluids, can prove useful tools in evaluating disease status when
ctDNA or CTCs are not available. The biomarker potential of circulating miRNAs has been the focus
of many research groups in recent years that provided consolidating evidence for their implications
in oncogenic processes and of their use as biomarkers. Increasing numbers of circulating miRNAs
have been identified as encapsulated in extracellular vehicles (EVs) [21], adding a layer of complexity
in their regulating abilities and role in cell communication [22]. Technical advantages in the use of
circulating miRNA consist of the high resilience to RNase degradation and environmentally-based
factors, extending the detection time since sample collection [23].

3. Cell-to-Cell Communication by Extracellular Vesicles

Extracellular vesicles consist of a class of membrane-bound vesicles of varying origin that can
be secreted by a cell in different physiological conditions. One of the main types of EVs in which
miRNA have been identified are exosomes, 30 to 150 nm-sized double-membrane vesicles that have
been extensively studied due to their roles in cell-to-cell communication [24–26]. Exosomes originate
from the endosome and are secreted following their assembly into multivesicular bodies (MVB). Thus,
they contain a series of endosome specific makers, such as tetraspanins (i.e., CD9, CD63, and CD81) [27]
and membrane surface components of the endosomal sorting complexes, such as ALIX, TSG101,
and HSC70. Most of the beforementioned proteins act as universal exosomal markers, regardless of
cell origin [28].

The internalization of the exosomes has been proven to influence recipient cells mainly due
to the composition of the exosomal cargo [29]. “Signals” are encoded in the components of the
exosomal cargo, consisting of fragmented nuclear DNA [30–32], mitochondrial DNA [33], proteins,
growth factors [34] miRNAs [24,35], and long non-coding RNAs [36,37], making exosomes very
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important players in cell-to-cell communication. The exact mechanisms of how exosomal cargo is
selected and loaded are still under constant discussion [38]. Yet, it has been proven that exosomes
reflect, to some extent, the molecular profile of the originating cell, thus contributing to the propagation
of the oncogenic phenotype [35,39–41]. Encapsulated nucleic acids have gained recent attention in
the area of biomarker discovery firstly due to their presumed resilience to nuclease degradation,
in comparison to free circulating DNA and RNA candidates [42]. Additionally, as mentioned previously,
encapsulated genetic material might be an indicator of abnormalities in the originating cell’s processes.
For example, studies on both normal and tumor cells indicate that the exosomal DNA loaded in the
exosomes is primary cytoplasmic DNA that accumulated as a result of chemically-induced DNA
damage [32] or cancer-associated chromosomal instability [43]. Yet, RNA can be more informative [44]
and stable [42] for further analyses. The identification of exosomal miRNA provided novel insights into
the therapeutic potential of exosomes [29,45]. As is the case with other exosomal cargo components,
the selective loading of miRNA into exosomes has not been completely uncovered. Current evidence
indicates that selective sorting of miRNA into exosomes is dependent on the early interaction between
miRNA associated RISC complex proteins and MVB markers [46]. Other older studies pointed toward
neutral sphingomyelinase-2 (nSMase-2) and ceramide production as a promoter of exosomal miRNA
packaging [47]. The same group reported further evidence for nSMase-2 regulation of exosomal miRNA
secretion, making the inhibition of nSMase2 a method of decreasing exosomal miRNA content [48].

4. The Potential Use of Exosomal miRNAs as Biomarkers

There is a current debate on whether EV/exosomal miRNAs (exomiRs) can be a more accurate
indicator of disease in comparison to free circulating miRNA [49]. Most studies focused on exomiRs
imply that the encapsulated miRNAs are less prone to degradation [42,50,51], making them more
suitable biomarker candidates. Comparative evaluations of free circulating miRNA profiles and
EV-derived miRNA profiles have not yet reached a consensus regarding their consistency, especially due
to the lack of studies in which a comparison is included. Specifically, several studies point towards
a great variation between the two: in prostate cancer, only a small fraction of the plasma identified
miRNA was reflected in the exomiRs signature [52]. Yet, the expression levels of some exomiRs, such as
let-7a-5p, was proven as more accurate criteria of differentiating prostate cancer patients based on the
Gleason score. Similar results were reported by a group investigating the miRNA signature in the urine
of healthy individuals. Out of the 184 identified miRNAs in the urine-derived exosomes, only seven
miRNAs were identified in the cell-free urine, indicating either a selective packaging of the miRNAs or
a higher degree of RNA degradation in urine [50]. One comparison showed that in EVs only a fraction
of the miRNAs found in plasma could be detected. Reasons for that might be a general low abundance
of miRNAs in EVs in this study and low efficiency of the EV isolation step. Nonetheless, they found
different miRNAs as having better diagnostic potential either from plasma as well as from EVs which
makes both valuable sources of miRNA markers [52]. This is further confirmed by a study [53]
reporting the highest diagnostic accuracy in NSCLC when combining four serum miRNAs and two
exomiRs [54]. In contrast, a study analyzed miRNA concentration in plasma, serum, and exosomes of
three healthy volunteers and found on average a lower concentration of total miRNAs in plasma and
serum compared to EVs after RNase A digestion, emphasizing the protective effect of the EV membrane
in the bloodstream environment [55]. The limitation of this study is that it does not focus on miRNAs
relevant to cancer which is why it does not necessarily mirror the situation in cancer patients, in which
many studies have proven specific miRNA enrichment when compared to healthy individuals [56]. Yet,
the observed differences between plasma and serum miRNA derived profiles and samples that have
been processed by different methods are still relevant [55]. On the other hand, other studies reported
similarities between the two investigated miRNA profiles, with minimal differences [21,57]. Altogether,
these reports indicate that the source of liquid biopsy and the EV isolation method might have an
effect on the individual assays and further downstream investigations, mostly in aspects regarding
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enrichment, proteic, and ribonucleic content and contaminants. These aspects will be discussed in the
following section of this paper.

Up to this point, the composition and diagnostic potential of blood-derived exosomal miRNA
signatures have been extensively described in the case of hepatocellular [58], prostate [59–61],
ovarian [62,63], non-small-cell lung [53], colon [64,65], breast [66–69], gastrointestinal [70], and several
other types of cancer [24]. Thus, it is beyond the goal of this paper to summarize all the identified
exosomal miRNAs. We aim to offer an overview regarding novel methods applied in the investigation
of exosomal miRNA from liquid biopsies, ranging from the use of alternative biofluids to the application
and clinical utility of modern techniques in diagnosis, prognosis, and disease monitoring.

5. Characterization and Importance of Extracellular Vesicle (EV) miRNAs from Other Types of
Liquid Biopsies

As mentioned previously, additional studies are required to validate the miRNA signature based
on the respective biofluid of origin and cancer type. Biopsies from various biofluids might offer a
different, more localized biomarker signature, as most investigated fluids have direct physiological
interaction with the affected tissue. Therefore, we will focus on the EV miRNA signature identified in
other biofluid specimens as alternative biomarker sources. Current studies focus on the extracellular
vesicles mainly isolated from human blood, or, respectively, serum or plasma [71–74]. However,
extracellular vesicles can be isolated from a broad variety of human body fluids such as urine [75,76],
saliva [77,78], bronchoalveolar liquid [79], pleural lavage [80], and cerebrospinal fluid [81] and even
more uncommon ones like tears [82], semen [83], menstrual blood [84], peritoneal lavage [85,86],
bile [87], and pancreatic juice [88]. An overview of non-coding RNAs that were analyzed in extracellular
vesicles isolated from different liquid biopsies of different kinds is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of specimen-derived extracellular vesicles (EVs) for cargo analysis.

Specimen Non-Coding RNA Malignancy Isolation Method Comparison with
Plasma/Serum EV Analysis Reference

Urine lncRNA; miRNA,

Cholangiocarcinoma;
Pancreatic Ductal

Adenocarcinoma; Breast
cancer; Bladder cancer

Endometrial Cancer

Ultra-centrifugation,
ExoQuick,

Nano-membrane
concentrator

+ non-invasive
+ low cost

− fewer biomarkers found
− low concentration of EVs

in urine

[75,76,89–91]

Saliva miRNA Oral Squamous
Cell Carcinoma Ultra-centrifugation

+ no coagulation
+ non-invasive
− Viral/bacterial
contamination

[77,78,92]

Broncho-
alveolar liquid miRNA; lncRNA Lung adenocarcinoma,

NSCLC
Ultra-centrifugation

ExoQuick

+ higher accuracy due to site
specification

− lower concentration
of exosomes

[79,93–95]

Pleural lavage miRNA Lung Cancer
miRCURY Exosome

isolation Kit
Ultra-centrifugation

+ additional diagnostic and
prognostic information

+ potentially higher
sensitivity and specificity

[80,96,97]

Cerebro-
spinal liquid miRNA Glioma Ultra-centrifugation + higher sensitivity

−More invasive [98,99]

Tears Breast cancer Nanocavity platform
+ easy, non-invasive

collection
+ no pre-treatment necessary

[82]

Semen miRNA Prostate cancer Ultra-centrifugation
ddPCR [83,100,101]

Menstrual blood miRNA
(therapeutic) Pulmonary Fibrosis Ultra-centrifugation [84]

Peritoneal
lavage/ascitic fluid miRNA

Endometrial cancer;
Colorectal Cancer;

Gastric cancer
Ultra-centrifugation

+ better representation of
the molecular landscape

of tumor
− Difficult to obtain

[85,86,102,103]

Bile miRNA Cholangio-carcinoma Ultra-centrifugation [87]

Pancreatic Juice miRNA Pancreatic Ductal
Adenocarcinoma

CD63 labeled
magnetic beads,

Ultra-centrifugation

+ potentially diagnostically
more accurate due to direct

contact to tumor
[88,104]
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Not all approaches listed are related to cancer, though this overview might give an impression
regarding the investigative possibilities of the respective biofluids in the context of novel cancer
biomarker development. Some of the liquids mentioned are accessible without any invasive process
such as urine, saliva, tears, or menstrual blood. Proximal fluids, however, cannot be obtained by a
non-invasive or minimal-invasive procedure as a blood draw. Nonetheless, the majority of them are
accrued during surgery such as peritoneal or pleural lavage [85,96]. Obtaining these kinds of liquid
biopsies might be beneficial since body fluids derived from the proximity of the primary tumor bear
the potential to better represent the molecular landscape of the tumor which would increase sensitivity
and specificity of the diagnosis [87,96,103]. For example, EGFR genotyping of EVs of bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid of NSCLC patients showed superior sensitivity and accuracy compared to plasma EV DNA
genotyping [79]. These results suggest that this might also apply to ncRNA analysis of proximal fluids
compared to EVs obtained from plasma or serum. Yet, apart from a few exceptions, a comparison of
ncRNA from EVs of proximal fluids and serum/plasma is lacking. A comparison of human plasma and
bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) revealed a significantly lower concentration of EVs and miRNAs in the
latter samples set. Since these results suggest that NSCLC tumor EVs are released into the blood rather
than the bronchoalveolar liquid, BAL analysis does not show superior features in this context [95].
On the other hand, in a comparison of cholangiocarcinoma mRNA biomarkers derived from EVs of
both urine and serum, more EV biomarkers were derived from serum, but urine EVs carried markers
of diagnostic relevance that could not be found in serum EVs. Moreover, ncRNA was also found in
urine-derived EVs that could accurately distinguish between patients with cholangiocarcinoma and
primary sclerosing cholangitis. This implies that urine EVs could represent an important source of
additional information for diagnosis [76].

The problem of a smaller number of biomarkers in EVs in comparison to blood is especially true
regarding urine since glomerular filtration has an unexplored influence on EVs and their cargo [76].
Not only is the concentration of miRNAs of urine-derived EVs reported to be low, but so is the EV
concentration itself [89]. Additionally, the exosome concentration is dependent on the urine volume
which makes additional normalization steps necessary [105]. Still, other liquid biopsy samples harbor
individual problems as well. A lower EV concentration in comparison with plasma was also reported
for BAL samples [95]. Saliva is prone to bacterial contamination which has to be cleared before EV RNA
analysis [77,78,106]. Pancreatic juice can be very viscous when patients suffer from intraductal papillary
mucinous neoplasm due to high mucin concentration, which makes exosome isolation difficult [88].
High viscosity is also a problem reported for whole saliva [107]. These are just a few examples of
problems that have to be overcome. Nonetheless, analyzing additional biofluids apart from blood
might be beneficial as the following results suggest.

A comparison of diagnostic miRNA ratios in urine and serum in pancreatic cancer showed that
the ratio was greater in EVs from urine, which leads to the hypothesis that urine might be a more
suitable biomarker source than serum in this particular case [89]. Despite the problems mentioned
before, most of the fluids analyzed so far can be processed similarly as blood. Very often, EVs are
isolated by ultracentrifugation (UC) or similar to blood samples and only slight adaptations to the
experimental protocols are necessary. Hence, comparing the sensitivity and specificity of classical
liquid biopsy approaches with the use of proximal body fluid is still a gap yet to close. Up to now,
the number of publications exploring the potential diagnostic value of EVs of liquid biopsies different
from blood is rather limited, especially regarding ncRNA as biomarkers. A number of them represent
proof of principle studies, investigating the general usability of different liquid biopsies to isolate
EVs [77,83,104].

However, some of the studies could already demonstrate that analyzing miRNAs or long
non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) of EVs of other biofluids can discriminate between patients and healthy
subjects [76,101,105], patients with different malignancies [76,88], or could show the importance of the
additional diagnostic information EV analysis offers in comparison with standard diagnostic tools [87].
Therefore, analyzing EVs and especially ncRNAs from all of these kinds of liquid biopsies still bears
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great potential to be investigated in-depth and might represent interesting sources of information for
cancer diagnosis and prognosis.

6. Technical Limitations of Current Methods

6.1. Isolation Methods—Standard and Advances

One of the main challenges in the clinical implementation of EVs and their cargo as biomarkers is
the lack of standardization and consistency regarding their isolation methods. Current EV isolation
methods can be technically challenging and laborious, with standard methods such as UC being
generally regarded as the gold standard in the aspect of yield and purity. Therefore, a multitude
of different methods used for the isolation of EVs from different body fluids has been developed to
address these issues. Their strongpoints and limitations will be described.

6.2. Size and Polymer-Based Isolation Methods

The quality of exosomal miRNA profiles is heavily dependent on the methods used for the
enrichment of EVs from the specific biological sample. Currently, the state-of-the-art method to isolate
EVs from any kind of liquid biopsy is ultracentrifugation, or differential centrifugation [108]. However,
this technique is time-consuming, labor-intense, and requires big sample volumes [108–110]. A method
already employed on a more regular basis is EV precipitation [72,89,93]. Several comparison studies of
these two methods exist. The comparison of the efficiency of EV isolation from human serum by UC
and three commercial kits that are based on precipitation demonstrated that the isolation efficiency
of UC is significantly lower compared to the precipitation kits, but this discrepancy was neither
mirrored in the total exosomal RNA concentration nor its quality [108]. A similar study on plasma
was performed which reports a significantly higher EV concentration in the samples processed by
precipitation [111]. These results are further supported by another study also in favor of EV isolation by
precipitation because a better reproducibility could be observed in samples isolated by this method [112].
Other authors claim that the decision for either method might be dependent on the sample number
and availability of an ultracentrifuge [113]. Several other studies have reported differences regarding
their yield and applicability for subsequent analysis of proteins, DNA, or miRNAs from several
biological fluids [114–116]. Additionally, co-precipitations of protein aggregates, or albumin, is a
common contaminant observed in the isolated exosomal fractions [114]. Polymer-based precipitation
can provide some improvement to current precipitation methods. This method uses a copolymer to
increase EV enrichment efficiency compared to UC and results in a fraction with less plasma protein
contamination compared to commercial precipitation kits [110].

Due to the specific size of EVs of 30–150 nm, size-dependent isolation methods such as Size
Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) are applicable. A porous polymer loaded column separates particles
of different sizes in a solution. Particles bigger than the pore size, such as EVs, travel faster whereas
smaller particles such as proteins are retained longer in the column and elute later. The pore size is
adaptable by choosing the respective polymers. Mostly, different Sepharose matrices are used [117].
Comparison of EV isolation by SEC and UC from human plasma revealed, that the selection of
the column matrix is crucial and has a great impact on the isolated EV fractions, regarding the
amount of co-eluted albumin as well as EV size. The overall efficiency of the EV isolation by SEC
was comparable to UC based isolation but was superior regarding albumin contamination [118].
Another study compared the two methods concerning their performance for EV isolation from human
plasma. SEC outperformed UC regarding the isolation efficiency, however, samples showed significant
contamination with albumin and the samples had the lowest abundance of other proteins that might
be relevant for further analysis, as analyzed by mass spectrometry. A combination of one circle of UC
and subsequent SEC could improve the results, but also resulted in increased albumin contamination
compared to UC alone [119]. The comparatively high blood protein contamination is a common
problem associated with SEC EV isolation since it has also been reported by another study analyzing
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rat blood plasma. Yet, also a high inter-experiment reproducibility for SEC is demonstrated [120].
Thus, due to its higher isolation efficiency and high reproducibility, SEC might represent an interesting
alternative to UC, dependent on the downstream analysis. Additionally, in comparison to precipitation
methods, the blood protein contamination is low, as demonstrated in a comparative study of SEC and
precipitation agents for EV isolation from blood plasma, possibly making it a better alternative to UC
than precipitation [121].

6.3. Microfluidic Chips

The advent of microfluidic technologies in recent years has also included potential novel methods
for microvesicle isolation with increased reliability. Indirectly, these new methods would also facilitate
the downstream analysis of their cargo, including the miRNA signature. Quite popular due to a
broad spectrum of potential adaptations are Lab-on-the-Chip or Microfluidic techniques that utilize
physical features of the EVs such as size or specific marker expression [122]. Chips that make use of
the latter typically employ a support structure, to which capturing molecules are attached. This can be
antibodies against tumor-derived markers as EpCAM [123], or exosome-specific surface proteins like
CD9, CD63, and CD81 [124]. Another alternative target is Annexin V which binds phosphatidylserine,
a component of the EV lipid layer [125]. Antibodies immobilized on the solid surfaces or magnetic
beads capture the vesicles in the sample which can be furtherly removed and analyzed for their miRNA
content [126] (Figure 1). Due to the free choice of capturing a molecule, these methods offer a broad
application opportunity. The disadvantage is EVs not expressing the selected markers are captured by
this isolation technique. To avoid this limitation, other approaches isolate exosomes based on their
particular size. Several studies are applying different techniques. Assays that are merely size based
mainly consist of two filters of different sizes to discard cell debris in the first step and protein in
the second step of filtration [127,128]. Another method traps EVs between micropillars with silicon
nanowires [129]. However, the majority of chips combine size-based captures by three-dimensional
structures to increase the likelihood of the EVs to bind to the capture antibodies that are employed in
many of these chips [130–132]. Other methods like membrane-based filtration or electrophoresis-driven
filtrations all have provided promising results, yet a further method validation is necessary until any
of them can be implemented at a clinical level. An extensive description of different microfluidic-based
exosome isolation methods and their clinical potential is presented in another review [133].
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antibody-coated chips or rely on the size and physical properties of the analytes in the samples,
such as the aggregation of the exosomes around seed particles following the entrapment by the
scattered sound waves. Immunocapturing the exosomes can be informative regarding the specific
populations of exosomes based on the utilized marker and a sandwich-type model employing additional
fluorescent-labeled antibodies can be used for quantification. While the further applications, efficiency,
and selective potential of these methods differ, the analysis of the miRNA signatures of the captured
exosomes in both cases is done after their release from utilized isolation platform.

6.4. Acoustic Trapping

One of the most recently developed methods is the acoustic trap. This approach uses a piezoelectric
transducer to generate a local standing wave in an adjacent glass capillary. Seeding beads are suspended
in the glass capillary due to secondary acoustic forces and act as aggregation points for the EVs in
the sample. The sample is aspirated in the capillary and the so-called acoustic trap aggregates the
EVs along with the seeding beads, which can be furtherly removed and the EVs separated for further
investigation (Figure 1). The feasibility of acoustic trapping to isolate EVs from plasma was initially
shown in 2015 [134] and later compared to classical isolation by UC. The latter remains the superior
method in terms of the total yield of EVs. This might be due to several impact factors such as sample
density and viscosity that can hamper isolation efficiency by acoustic trapping. Still, the same miRNAs
could be found in comparable concentrations of EVs in urine and serum samples in a comparison of
both isolation methods. This suggests that the amount of EVs isolated by acoustic trapping might
be sufficient for diagnostic purposes [135]. Another study revealed that the RNA yield of EVs from
an equivalent of 1.7 mL urine is sufficient to generate a NEXTflex cDNA library for Illumina Next
Generation Sequencing (NGS) of miRNAs. Hence, this method represents a fast, automated alternative
to ultracentrifugation [109,135]. The method was further improved by combining an acoustic trap and
a microfluidic chip. This makes the isolation from EVs from multi-component body fluids like blood or
saliva feasible since the flow rate in addition to the acoustic frequency can be adjusted to isolate specific
subpopulations of the sample [107,136]. Naturally, every method has its drawbacks such as a high
antibody demand for the immunoaffinity isolation, the dependency of sample density of the acoustic
trap, or the lower specificity of size-based methods. Despite that, they overcome problems associated
with EV isolation by UC since they require smaller sample volumes, are feasible for high-throughput
screening, and are faster, making them interesting alternatives that need to be validated to make
them accessible for clinical use. An overview of EV isolation methods including their advantages and
disadvantages mentioned before are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Overview of the advantages and disadvantages of described EV isolation methods.

Method Principle Advantage Disadvantage Reference

Ultra-centrifugation
Stepwise removal of other

components by
centrifugation

High purity

Labor-intense
Time-consuming

Inconsistent results
High sample

volume required

[108,111–113]

Precipitation Making use of the low
water solubility of EVs

Better reproducibility
than UC

Fast

Co-precipitation of proteins
Lower isolation efficiency [108,111–113]

Size Exclusion
Chromatography

Particles in a solution flow
through a polymer filled

column in a different time,
dependent on their size

Higher isolation efficiency
than UC

Better reproducibility
than UC

High blood protein
contamination [117–121]

Size Based Chip

Excluding bigger
compartments like CTCs
and smaller like debris by

dual filtration

Independent of
marker expression
Improved purity

Low cost
Low sample

volume required
Fast

Clogging of the
system occurs

Device fabrication necessary
[127–129]

Marker Based Chip
Tether EVs by specific
markers expressed on

the surface

Wide range of
sample volume

Better reproducibility
Low cost

Applicable for
High-Throughput

application
Fast

Potential to individualize

Loss of EVs that do not carry
the marker

Device fabrication necessary
Off-Chip steps required

Antibody demand might
be high

[123,125,131,137]

Acoustic Trap

Trap EVs by capture beads
in a standing wave

induced by a piezoelectric
transducer

Better reproducibility
Improved purity

Increased isolation efficiency
Fast

Adjustable particle size
Low sample

volume required

A lower yield of EVs than
with UC

Complex technical set-up
[109,134–136]

6.5. miRNA Detection from EV/Exosomes

Conventional methods in evaluating miRNA signatures of vesicles include sequencing [50,138]
and RT-qPCR validation. Yet, the main limitation regarding current methods in miRNA isolation from
exosomes extracted from most biofluids is a low concentration, possibly not sufficient for downstream
applications. The use of commercial kits is reported in some cases to offer varying results [50],
yet further validation is required for this aspect.

Droplet digital PCR is a recent technological improvement of the classical RT-qPCR that addresses
the problem of sensitivity in the detection of lower transcript copy numbers. The basic principle of
ddPCR consists of the partition of the reaction volume into thousands of oil droplets that encapsulates
all the reagents but only one single template copy. The amplification is done in parallel, and the
fluorescent signal originating from each droplet is individually measured. Additionally, ddPCR
provides information regarding the endpoint of the reaction, thus indicating the absolute presence or
absence of the transcript of interest even at lower initial copy numbers [139] (Figure 2).

Previous comparisons of the two PCR methods in evaluating circulating miRNA reported a higher
precision and improved reproducibility of ddPCR for serum miRNA [140]. In the case of exosomal
miRNA detection, ddPCR has been used in a study investigating the performance in comparison with
classical RT-qPCR of urine-derived exosomal miRNAs. The group reported significant differences
regarding minimal detectable template concentrations. Specifically, EV derived miR-29 was detected at
less than 50 copies/µL using ddPCR, while RT-PCR required at least 6473 copies/µL [141]. Another study
focused on the technical differences between several commercial serum exosome isolation kits and their
impact of subsequent ddPCR analysis, for determining underlying variations in miRNA signatures
resulted from each kit. The levels of the investigated miRNAs, miR-16 and miR-451 varied slightly
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based on the utilized kit, but the overall reliability of the extraction and detection methods indicated
consistent results [108]. Other species of exosomal RNA have been investigated using ddPCR.
Total exosomal RNA derived from plasma collected from castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC)
patients was analyzed to detect androgen receptor splice variant 7 (AR-V7) mRNA, a factor associated
with hormonal therapy resistance. The group confirmed that AR-V7 mRNA can be sensibly detected
using ddPCR from plasma exosomes, providing a useful biomarker in predicting therapeutic resistance
in CRPC [142].Cancers 2020, 12, 2009 12 of 24 
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Figure 2. Overview of the described methods for characterization and quantification of exosomal
miRNA. The workflow of exosomal miRNA detection and characterization varies based on the methods
used for isolation, the efficiency, and yields of which have been previously described. Following this,
most methods rely on the prerequisite RNA isolation from the exosomes to be analyzed using either
amplification-based assays (RT-PCR or ddPCR) or oligo-based fluorescent or Surface-Enhanced Raman
Scattering (SERS)-based techniques that can offer a more direct quantification. In situ detection methods
can overcome the biological limitation imposed by the exosome lipid membrane and can detect the
target miRNA inside the exosomes.

Recently, PCR free techniques emerged as possible alternatives to classical miRNA determination
methods. These techniques generally make use of different localized electrochemical or optical physical
processes as a base for the development of novel biosensors. A new method utilizes a redox system to
electrochemically detect exosomal miRNAs that are adsorbed on oligo-functionalized magnetic beads.
Specifically, isolated exosomal miRNAs were captured using biotinylated probes on streptavidin-coated
magnetic beads. The purified miRNAs were then adsorbed on a bare gold surface with screen-printed
electrodes. The miRNA quantification was done by measuring the electron transfer between the
localized redox system formed by the gold surface and [Fe(CN)6]4−/3−. The proof of concept consisted
of the analysis of miR-21 levels isolated from colorectal carcinoma (CRC) patients and cell lines,
respectively. The method indicated high reproducibility and sensibility based on PCR validation and
serial dilution evaluation of detection limit, which indicated minimal concentration of 1.0 pM as a limit
of detection (LOD) [143].
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A thermophoresis-based method that utilizes special constructs called NanoFlares for the detection
of exosomal miRNAs has been recently described [144]. NanoFlares consist of gold nanoparticles that are
functionalized with fluorescent DNA oligos that could capture the target miRNA in situ, meaning that
there is no requirement of prerequisite RNA extraction and/or amplification. Hybridization of the target
miRNA with the oligos on the Nanoflares produces a fluorescent signal, which can be thermophoretically
amplified by localized laser-induced heating. The method was tested on serum-isolated exosomes
originating from ER-breast cancer patients. The NanoFlares were functionalized with oligos specific
for a set of four BC-specific miRNAs, specifically miR-375, miR-221, miR-210, and miR-10b with which
exosomal miRNAs from the sample could be detected with a minimum of 83% specificity. The group
indicated that the minimal miRNA detection amount was 0.36 fM and a minimal serum sample volume
of 0.5 µL [144].

The need for multiplex detection methods has emerged as more studies report that disease-specific
miRNA signatures are composed of multiple miRNAs. Thus, the simultaneous identification of multiple
cancer-related miRNA biomarkers can result in more specific and time-efficient screening methods.
A multiplex PCR-free method of exosomal miRNA detection in situ used fluorescent molecular beacons
(MBs) [145]. Molecular beacons (MBs) consist of hairpin-shaped fluorescent oligos that are quenched in
their native unbound state due to the proximity of the quencher to the fluorophore. The hybridization of
the MB with a target sequence distances the quencher from the fluorophore, emitting the specific signal
in an on/off switch-like manner (Figure 2). The group confirmed that using three non-overlapping
spectra fluorescent oligo beacons for the multiplex detection of exosomal miR-375, miR-21, and miR-27a,
the signal could still be detected in the presence of serum without additional treatments [145]. Yet,
it is not mentioned whether circulating miRNA could interact with the MB when in complete serum.
The method was subsequently extended to also include the immunodetection of exosomal proteins
that could facilitate exosome detection. Anti-CD63 magnetic beads were used to positively select
pancreatic cell line-derived exosomes that were furtherly analyzed using previously described MB for
determining miR-21 localization. Additionally, the group proposed the use of additional exosomal
surface biomarkers, such as EpCAM, EGFR, survivin, and IGF-1R as pancreatic cancer-associated
markers. The fluorescent values from the detection of the surface markers were normalized by the
fluorescent intensity of CD63, the initial selection marker for the exosomes [146]. Although the method
provided promising results, there are many aspects regarding normalization, the applicability in human
biofluid samples, and the accessibility of the detection methods, which require further development.
The same group utilized an MB-based method for the detection of prostate cancer-associated miRNA
from both cell lines and human urine. The method allowed the in situ single or dual detection of
miRNA in the isolated exosomes with high specificity, indicating that urine is a suitable biofluid for
miRNA signature analysis using this method and emphasized that miRNA can be detected in the
exosome without previous extraction [147]. A good example of the use of MBs coupled with silver
nanorod RAMAN substrate was utilized in constructing an array for the multiplex detection of several
lung-cancer associated miRNAs, namely miRNA-21, miRNA-486, and miRNA-375. The designed
MB for each miRNA were immobilized on the Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) substrate,
which allowed the hybridization of the miRNA present in the sample [148]. The measurements
resulting from the analysis of both miRNA solutions with known concertation and human serum
confirmed the accuracy of the method, providing good insights about the clinical implementations of
similar methods.

A recently developed electrochemical exosomal miRNA assay utilized DNA-hairpin probes
on a gold electrode to detect target minimal amounts of miRNA. The method relied on the signal
amplification, resulting from a hybridization chain reaction (HCR). While exosome isolation and RNA
extraction were performed separately, the group investigated the presence of miR-122 in their sample.
The outline of the method consists of the binding of the target miRNA to the hairpin DNA probes
immobilized on the gold electrodes. Following the duplex formation, HCR is triggered by hybridizing
additional DNA hairpins that facilitate the capture of RuHex, an electrochemical signal reporter.
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Since it is an electroactive substance, binding to the DNA backbone results in an amplification of the
electrochemical signal. According to the authors, this method is highly sensitive, cheap, and results are
reproducible. However, their assay was not used yet to analyze patient samples [149].

7. Applications of Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) Based Techniques in EV
miRNA Detection

Optical sensor-based technologies have recently tried to address the problems regarding the lack of
sensitivity of the current biomarker detection methods associated with the low analyte concentrations
in the investigated biological samples [150].

Raman scattering is a process based on the vibrational signature of individual chemical bonds
following photonic excitation [151]. This allows the identification of specific molecules based on
vibrational fingerprint, offering information about the components in a mixture, such as a biological
sample. Yet, Raman scattering is normally a rarely occurring process, as only one in a million photons
scatter inelastically. Therefore, methods of amplifying the scattering signal have concluded that by
adsorbing the investigated molecule on a metal surface, the signal is increased drastically and allows
for the detection of lower concentrated analytes. The technical adaptation of this method resulted
in the Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS), a Raman based spectroscopy that employs the
use of optically characterized Au or Ag nanostructures in the form of 2D nanostructures or colloidal
nanoparticles to amplify the scattering signal (Figure 2). Metallic particles provide enhancing properties
to the detectable signal due to a combination of electromagnetic and chemical effects [152]. The extension
of SERS for biomedical use required additional methodological adaptations that allowed the detection
of DNA, proteins, miRNAs, and exosomes from a variety of biofluids [153,154]. The detection of
biological molecules is usually done using either an unlabeled or labeled approach. The label-free SERS
detection is based on the direct adsorption of the molecule of interest on the used metallic nanostructure
or particle followed by the detection of the spectra based on the vibrational signature [154]. One of the
first SERS-based miRNA detection systems developed more than a decade ago utilized a label-free
sequence-dependent method to distinguish different miRNAs with high accuracy. The group utilized
an oblique angle vapor deposition (OAD) method to create specially aligned silver nanorod arrays the
would be used as SERS substrates for miRNA detection. Following this, the group was able to identify
and differentiate between five synthetized unrelated miRNAs and all the members of the let-7 mRNA
family based on the SERS spectral signature determined by the vibrational signature corresponding to
their nucleotide composition [155]. However, while the method could differentiate between miRNAs
at one nucleotide level, no further development of this method for clinical use has been employed at
this moment.

The development of high precision exosomal miRNA detection is required to overcome several
limitations imposed by the biological nature of the analyte. Particularly, as the investigated miRNAs
are encapsulated, MB, or other oligo-based techniques such as the ones described previously are not
suitable for the detection. Thus, the collaborative approach between efficient exosomal isolation with
more sensible miRNA detection methods might provide specific insight regarding the potential use of
exosomal miRNAs as reliable biomarkers.

7.1. SERS-Based Exosome Detection and Quantification

More recent methods employ labels in the form of reporter molecules with specific spectroscopic
Raman signals that coat metallic nanostructures. Additionally, the reporter molecules are used in
conjunction with specific targeting molecules, such as antibodies in the case of vesicle identification or
oligos for miRNA that create specific recognition assays. As a general overview, current exosomal
detection methods are dependent on the selection of the exosomes based on their surface protein
markers. First, an exosomal selection marker is generally used, such as CD63, to immunocapture the
vesicles on a metallic structure [154]. Then, specific SERS tags in the form of metallic nanoparticles are
conjugated with antibodies specific for a cancer-specific protein marker (Figure 3A). This is described as
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a sandwich-model detection method, which can be functionalized for multiplexing by adding additional
SERS tags that could detect multiple tumor markers. As a relevant example of a SERS tag-based
technique, a group utilized magnetic beads coated with anti-CD63 antibodies as a ubiquitous exosomal
marker. In conjunction with anti-HER2 coated Gold-Silver nanorods, they acted both as a tumor-derived
exosome indicator and RAMAN reporter molecule. This resulted in a sandwich-type model that
allowed to specifically discern tumor-associated exosomes from exosome secreted from normal cell
lines [156]. In a later study, the same group utilized reporter molecules conjugated with additional
tumor markers antibodies to propose a multiplex exosomal surface protein detection method that takes
into consideration the heterogeneity of EV populations [157]. A similar sandwich model was applied in
the development of bi-functionalized SERS immunoassay named PEARL (polydopamine-encapsulated
antibody-reporter-Ag(shell)–Au(core) multilayer), which utilized migration inhibitory factor (MIF) as
the main marker associated with pancreatic cell-derived exosomes [158]. Based on the identification of
MIF, the immunosensor differentiated healthy from PC patients. Additionally, MIF PEARL SERS tags
efficiently distinguished between metastatic and non-metastatic patients. It is important to mention
that the analysis was done using 2 µL of clinical serum that required no additional pre-treatment or
exosome enrichment.
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Figure 3. Overview of several SERS-based exosomes (A) and miRNA detection and quantification
methods utilizing both metallic nanoparticle (B) and immobilized (C) Raman substrates. The developed
SERS-based methods are focused on the low amounts of the analyte, either whole exosomes or exons.
The sandwich-model (A) is focused on the SERS detection of specific exosome populations disregarding
their miRNA cargo by the use of antibody-coupled SERS reporter molecules. For exomiRs, the described
SERS substrates address the low isolation yield limitation by utilizing signal-amplifying approaches in
conjunction with detectable Raman tags (B) or a combination of dual-targeting capturing substrates
with fluorescent probes (C).

7.2. Detection of EV/Exosomal miRNA Using SERS Based Methods

In comparison with the early miRNA identification methods, more methods have shifted onto
a SERS tagging approach that could improve the specificity and multiplexing capability. One study
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investigated the miRNA signature isolated from exosomes using an adapted dual SERS biosensor.
The sensor utilized Fe3O4@Ag as a SERS substrate and designed Fe3O4@Ag-DNA-Au@Ag@DTNB
SERS tags with DNA oligos complementary to the target miRNA sequences. The method relied on the
hybridization of the target miRNA with the DNA oligo on the SERS tagged nanoparticle, followed
by the selective cleavage of the DNA from the miRNA/DNA duplex by a duplex-specific nuclease
(DSN). The cleavage induces the separation of the SERS tag from the substrate and the associated
quenching can be detected (Figure 3B). This process is repeated thousands of times, as the miRNA is not
cleaved by the DSN, allowing the amplification of the signal for identifying that specific miRNA to a
detection limit of 1 aM [159]. The group furtherly investigated the expression level of miRNA-10b from
plasma-derived exosomes and supernatant plasma obtained from pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma
and chronic prostatitis patients and validated that the method could accurately differentiate between
the two groups and the healthy control group [159]. A variant of this method was previously employed
to characterize exosomal miRNA extracted from non-small-cell lung adenocarcinoma patients’ plasma.
This variant utilized a SERS signal reporter called ARANPs, gold nanoparticles conjugated with the
R6G fluorophore partially coated in an AgAu alloy. Silicone separating substrate microbeads were
used for attaching the 5′ end of the DNA target probe, while the ARNAPs were bound to the 3′ end of
the probe. As in the previously described method, signal was based on the DSN cleavage activity and
target-recycling amplification. The method was validated by measuring plasma exosomal-derived
miR-21 from NSCLC patients and healthy control. The group reported significantly elevated miR-21
levels in the NSCLC patient group, which was consistent with the RT-qPCR results. Similarly, another
group developed a locked nucleic acid (LNA) based gold nanopillar SERS substrate that also detected
exosomal miRNA with similar detection range and specificity. The method consisted of constructing a
gold nanopillar SERS substrate that was decorated with fluorophore-labeled oligos specific for the
target miRNA (Figure 3C). In this case, the group analyzed a set of three miRNA, miR-21, miR-222,
and miR-200c extracted from breast cancer cell lines. The group indicated that based on the expression
levels of these miRNA, the method could differentiate between BC subtypes based on the detection
of these exosomal miRNAs, thus emphasizing the clinical value of both exosomal miRNAs and this
method in breast cancer diagnosis and subtyping [160].

8. Conclusions

One of the few ways of making liquid biopsies more efficient is to maximize the potential
information provided about the pathology by a combination of specific biomarkers and sensible
methods. Liquid biopsy, through its minimal-invasiveness, can provide real-time information about
diagnostics, disease staging, and therapeutic efficiency. Yet, the need for standardization in the area of
liquid biopsy biomarkers identifiable is still limited by a series of obstacles.

MiRNAs play an important role in cancer progression and their specific signatures in the case of
many types of cancer have given rise to a plethora of studies investigating their biomarker potential.
In our case, EV derived miRNAs, or exomiRs, represent an interesting source of information since they
are loaded into the EVs by tumor cells and are protected for degradation and can provide sensible
cancer-specific signatures [46–48,55]. Nonetheless, the main limitation in the use of extracellular
vesicles (e.g., exosomes) is the lack of consistency regarding the applied methods used for their isolation
and characterization.

Furthermore, this review provides an overview of different liquid biopsy specimens. Up to date,
the majority of publications analyze EV cargo from serum and plasma. However, EVs are abundant
and can be isolated from any kind of body fluid. Researchers were able to use ncRNA from EVs of
unconventional specimens to discriminate between cancer patients and healthy individuals with high
accuracy. Thus, validation of these liquid biopsies is required as well as comparisons with serum or
plasma EVs to verify them as additional sources of information for clinical use.

While the problem of specimen has been addressed, we underlined the utility of technical
adaptations of classic methods, such as ddPCR or fluorescent-based detection methods as they
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either provide quicker analysis [127] or feasibility for high-throughput screening [107] and require a
smaller screening volume. If these techniques are further improved and the advantages combined,
they might make implementing EV isolation in clinical settings possible. Furthermore, the clinical
implementation of SERS based methods could provide powerful tools in the detection of specific
biomarkers. Their applicability in the detection of exomiRs and both exosomes and miRNA separately
have provided promising results in minimal sample volumes. Taking all the recent advances together,
it shows that there is a lot of work done regarding the improvement of the steps necessary to exploit
the clinically valuable information carried by EVs. Hence, a translation of a mere laboratory technique
into an application in a clinical setting might be possible within the next few years.
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